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Introduction 

Very interesting paper 

Long time that I wanted to read - at least July 2021 

Why did the NFA deteriorate in the USA? 



Main message 
2000-2010 

Low NFA since the RoW wanted  
To save in USA assets



Main message 
2000-2010 

Low NFA since the RoW wanted  
To save in USA assets

2010-2020 
Low NFA since bad equity investment



Why did it happen?

Returns on equities increased in the USA 

The authors document that it is consistent with an increase in 
the market power of the leader firms 

The USA are distorting their market and shipping a part of their 
rent to the RoW (mainly Europe)



The doubts of the discussant 

The paper is almost perfect. A lot of robustness checks 

What should I do?  

Should I use this discussion to speak about my papers? 

Should I use this discussion to speak about future research 
using this paper? 



Three points 

Who is gaining among the European countries? 

Did the USA and Europe re-optimize their portfolio allocation? 

Why did this increase in market power happen? 



The USA vs Europe

If the USA have been doing bad investments, some countries in 
Europe have done some good ones. 

Who? 



The unusual suspects 



Did the US households rebalance their 
portfolio? 

In 10 years, households in the USA should have realised that it 
was more profitable to invest in domestic equities than in foreign 
ones?  

Hence, is there a way in the data to understand if they changed 
their portfolio?  

If they rebalance their portfolio, has this rebalance implications 
for the internal markups?



What changed around 2010? 

It seems that in the USA there was a big structural break around 
2010 

What was the reason? 



Falling Rates and Rising Superstars 



Failing Rates and Rising Superstars

Can it be that the reduction of the nominal interest rates helped 
the leaders? 

In this case, the drop in welfare would be an unintended 
consequence of a monetary policy decision. 



Conclusions

Super interesting paper 

Finally I read it 

Important insight about what happened in the USA  

Possible, important spillovers to the RoW 

Possible, important policy consequences 


